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of instantaneous exposures. While very good
negatives may be obtained in this way, they
usually lack the detail of time exposures.
The exposed plate does not show any trace of
the picture.
Developing. The second step consists in
developing the negative. This is done in the
dark room, which is lighted by a small win-
dow containing a pane of red glass or by
a lamp shielded by a red- or orange-colored
globe, because these rays will not produce any
effect upon the negative.
The plate is laid in a shallow tray, face-
side up, and the prepared liquid, called the
developer, is poured upon it, after which fhe
tray should be gently rocked to secure an
even action of the developer upon all parts
of the plate. In developing, the strongest
lights and shades appear first, being fol-
lowed by the more minute details. When
these are all visible, the process should be
stopped. This is done by removing the plate,
washing in cold water and then placing in a
bath of hyposulphite of soda, which dissolves
the sensitive portion of the film not acted
upon by the light. If the exposure and de-
veloping have been properly done, this last
process should leave a clear, sharp negative.
When taken from the hyposulphite bath, the
negative should be thoroughly washed and
then dried before being used for printing.
Tanks containing the prepared fluid are now
in use by many amateurs. They take the film
direct from the camera and turn out the neg-
ative without the necessity of the dark room.
Printing. The picture developed on the
plate is called the negative, because its lights
and shadows are reversed, and in order to
obtain a picture which resembles the object,
a positive must be obtained. This is printed
on prepared paper, the negative being placed
face-side Tip in a frame, and the paper laid
upon it and exposed to the light for a short
time. After printing, the positive is fixed,
by "being soaked in a solution of hyposulphite
of soda. It is then toned; that is, it is given
its proper color by a solution of gold. After
toning1, the photograph should be thoroughly
washed, to remove all traces of chemicals not
solidified in the printing, otherwise the pic-
ture will fade and discolor. Many prepara-
tions for amateur work contain both the fix-
ing and toning* chemicals in the same solution,
and devices for developing are in use which
produce the finished negative by running the
film through a specially prepared tank, con-
 taining the developer and so constructed that
a dark room is not required. The great
variety of effects seen is caused by the dif-
ferent methods of preparing the printing
paper and the different ingredients used in
toning solutions.
Color Photography. Photographing ob-
jects in their natural colors has been brought
10 a high degree of perfection, The process
is more complex than that in ordinary pho-
tography, The sensitized plate is prepared
by covering one surface of the glass with
starch granules, alternately red, green and
blue. A preparation sensitized to all the
colors of the rainbow is then poured over
these granules. The plate is placed in the
camera with the glass surface towards the
lens so that the light will pass through the
colored starch granules before reaching the
sensitized film. The exposed plate is devel-
oped into a positive which is a picture of the
object in its natural colors. Pirst-class three-
color and four-color prints can be i aade from
these positives, but no process uf making
prints from them has yet been perfected.
History. The present degree of perfection
in photography has been reached after years
of study and invention. The first step in this
art was the discovery, in 1809, by Thomas:
Wedgwood, of a way of making crude pro-
files by the action of light upon paper or
cloth that had been soaked in a solution of
nitrate of silver. Thirty years later Daguerre
laid the foundation of photography by meansi
of the process which bears his name. It con^
sists of printing the picture on sensitized
glass. The use of sensitized paper was inftx*
dueed by a Frenchman named Niepes, ancS
about 1851 the present process of photog-
raphy was established by an Englishman
named Archer, wno began the use of the
negative as we now know it. Prom this
discovery the various steps in the progress
of the art have been in perfecting the sensi-
tized plates and paper and in improving the
camera.
Related   Articles.     Consult   the   following
titles for additional information:
Camera	Halftone
Daguerreotype	Lithography
Electrotyping	Photogravure
PEOTOGBAVUKE, a process of engrav-
ing which combines photography and etching.
A positive photograph of the picture to be
reproduced is made on glass. This is placed
in a reverse position on a copper plate cov-
ered •with a bituminous varnish, and the plate

